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The aim of this research is to analyze how magazine’s websites in Spain are used and perceived: 
What is the motivation for consumption? Which elements are better valued? Etc. 

Main objectives and scope 

1 2 

3 4 

1.619 surveys 
conducted among 
magazine website 

users in Spain. 
Carried out between 

June and August 
2014 

Interviews with 
main media 

agencies. 
Carried out 

between June and 
July 2014 

Interviews with 
main magazine 

publishers in 
Spain. 

Carried out 
between June and 

July 2014 

Interviews with 
advertisers. 
Carried out 

between June and 
October 2014 

Users 

Advertisers Agencies 

Publishers 

In order to provide a holistic approach, the main players of the industry have taken part in the value chain: 
advertisers, agencies, publishers and users 

4 
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Audience’s motivation for magazine’s website consumption is mainly driven by: (i) its updated 
information, (ii) its rich media, and (iii) its information quality 

% 

Motivation for consuming magazine’s websites 

Trusted   
and reliable 

content 

Quantity of 
information 

29 35 

Fun 

44 

Information 
Quality 

45 

Rich media 

47 

Updated 
information 

77 

32 

Specific data Forums 

9 

Detailed 
information 

22 

Blogs Brand 
affinity 

23 27 

Motivation 
varies depending 
on different user 
profiles, 
considering: 

Economic status 

Kind of internet user 

Gender 

Device 

Age 

#2 
How is the editorial product perceived by the main players of the magazine sector? 

Motivation for consuming magazine’s websites 
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* Weighted average for an EGM universe 
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Differences between some of the consumption motivations are highlighted depending on 
consumers’ gender 

   Gender based motivation A 

Reasons for magazine’s websites consumption 

#2 

Motivation for consuming magazine websites 

7 

Blogs 

38 

Rich media 

49 

14 

53 
33 40 

Fun 

Women 

Men 

% 

Trusted and 
credible content 

Reliable information 

22 
36 37 

55 

% 

Women 

Men 
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The features of magazine’s websites are better valued by heavy users of the internet 

   Internet user based motivation B 

Fly by (occasional user) 
< 30 minutes/day 

Heavy user 
> 4 hours/day 

64
44 3421

47

Blogs 

14 5 

Quantity of 
information 

Rich media 

11 

Reliable 
information 

64
47

80
59

41 47 35
1618241827 19292828

Forums 

4 

Detailed 
information 

14 

Trusted and 
credible 
content 

Brand 
affinity 

Reliable 
information 

Blogs Quantity of 
information 

Rich media Updated 
information 

Heavy User 

Fly By % 

% 

This phenomenon is even more 
noticeable in women, 

where there are more features that  

increase more than +25% 

#2 

Motivation for consuming magazine websites 

8 

(17,7% of users are heavy users) (7,2% of users are fly bys) 

How is the editorial product perceived by the main players of the magazine sector? 
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Age, economic status and preference for digital or printed magazines also influence the 
motivation for consuming magazine’s websites 

   Age based motivation C 

More than half of youngsters under 25 give importance to updated, and 

reliable information, fun and rich media. 
Adults aged over 45 years of age are more interested in quantity, specific 
data, detail and credible information. 

   Motivation based on economic status D 

Features like reliable information, brand affinity, fun, 

blogs and rich media are directly proportional to the level of income. On the 

contrary, quantity and forums decrease as income growths. 

   Format based motivation E 

Subscribers and readers of printed magazines are more motivated 

by quality and brand affinity. Those who are not, particularly appreciate 

updated information. 

#2 

Motivation for consuming magazine websites 

9 
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Content in magazine’s websites is most valued by users, who trust the media and esteem their 
credibility, quality and interest of their articles 

Content rating of media websites by users*. Criteria taken into account: credibility, quality and interest of the articles 
(Score out of 5) 

Other webs 

3,3 

Social networks 

3,1 

Web portals 

3,3 

Other media 

3,3 

TV channels 

3,2 

Press 

3,9 

Magazines 

4,0 

We make every effort to 

produce accurate 
and high quality 
content. Users value it, 

thus allowing us to 

retain loyal 
customers to the 
brand 

Publisher We hire the 

best 
journalists 
in order to offer 

the best 
content 

Publisher Content is 
our best 
value 

Publisher Users’ point 
of view is 
aligned with 
that of the 
publishers: 

#2 

Magazine websites as editorial products 

10 

* Weighted average for a EGM universe 
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Magazine’s websites stand out for their graphic design 

Graphic design rating of media websites by users* (Score out of 5) 

We value 
magazines that 
preserve their 

own brand 
image, keeping 

them from 
distortion 

We use much 

audiovisual 
content and we like 

that context in 
magazine’s 
website goes 
together with 
content 

Advertiser Advertiser 

The score is higher on tablet users (4,4) compared to those who use 

smartphones (4,1) or PCs (4,2) 

#2 

Magazine websites as editorial products 
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3,4 

Other media 

3,5 

TV channels 

3,6 

Other webs 

3,5 

Social networks 

3,7 

Websites Press 

3,8 

Magazines 

4,2 

* Weighted average for a EGM universe 

Magazine's websites: usage and perception 
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Advertising in magazine websites is better valued by their users … 

Advertising rating of media websites by users* (Score out of 5) 

#3 
How do readers, advertisers and media agencies perceive website's advertising? 

Advertising assessment 

13 

Subscribers and usual 
consumers of printed 

magazines, give higher 
score to advertising in 

magazine websites than website 
users 

Ads are scored equal 
regardless of the type of 

internet user: heavy 
user or fly by 

77% of users consider 

magazine websites as 

suitable platforms for 

advertising of premium 
brands 

3,3 3,0 2,8 2,8 2,7 2,9 2,8

Social networks Other webs Other media Web portals Magazines TV channels Press 

* Weighted average for a EGM universe 
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…furthermore, according to magazine website users, its advertising is the one that most 
attention attracts from users… 

Level of attention paid to advertising  in media websites* 

14 

54% of  magazine 

website users 
state that it is the media 

where they pay 
more attention to 

advertising 

54

15
11

6555

Other webs Social 
networks 

Web portals Other media TV channels Press Magazines 

#3 

Advertising assessment 

% 

* Weighted average for a EGM universe 
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…and the one with the lowest level of annoyance... 

15 

41% of magazine 
website users state that it 

media where 
advertising 

bothers them less 41

13
8

13 14
8

4

Other webs Social 
networks 

Web portals Other media Tv channels Press Magazines 

Level of advertising annoyance in media websites* 

#3 

Advertising assessment 

% 

* Weighted average for a EGM universe 

Magazine's websites: usage and perception 

How do readers, advertisers and media agencies perceive website's advertising? 
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… More than 80% of users visit the advertiser’s website when an ad captures their attention… 

Users’ actions when an ad captures their attention* 

64% 

83% 

53% 

51% 

49% 

Visited the advertiser’s 
website to gather more 

information 

Registered in a brand 

promotion 

Recommended 
the product or brand 

Purchased the 

advertised product or 
service 

Asked for further 
information about 

the advertised product or 
service 

16 

#3 

Advertising assessment 

* Weighted average for a EGM universe 

How do readers, advertisers and media agencies perceive website's advertising? 
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The rest of the players consider that magazine websites are a suitable platform to generate 
brand awareness 

17 

Digital magazines* 
are one of the best 
valued platforms to 

generate brand 
awareness 

Agency 

Magazines’ content and 

rich media provide a 

framework for 

advertising, causing a 

greater and less 
negative impact on the 

customer 

Advertiser 

Digital magazines* are 

potential platforms for Branded 

Content. Its content and rich 

media ease the integration 

of ads, providing good 
experiences for potential 

clients. 

Advertiser 

Advertisers that once 
trusted us, keep working 
with us in the future 

Publisher 

* Including magazine websites 

#3 

Advertising assessment 
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“Fashion and Beauty” stands out for women, while men’s preferences are more distributed 

Gender based motivation 

TOP 3 magazine themes for women 

Fashion and Beauty 

Lifestyle and trends 

Travel 

Sport / Motor 

Science 

54% 

48% 

47% 

83% 

68% 

47% 

TOP 3 magazine themes for men 

Music, Movies, Video and 
Photography 

19 

#4 
Consumption habits 

Magazine themes 
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Magazine website users are recurring in their consumption… 

#4 

Universe of magazine website users 

20 

73 73 69 61
35 33 22

TV channels Web portals Other media Other websites Newspapers Magazines Social networks 

% 

Daily-read content on the internet 

94% of users that answered the survey 

bought at least one 
printed magazine during 
last year. 

32%  of users read more 

than 3 digital 
magazines per 

year 

Magazine's websites: usage and perception 

Consumption habits 
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…and there is a high level of interaction with magazine websites 

21 

Users’ interaction with magazine websites 

Women surpass men as 

magazine fans in 

Facebook (+15%) 
and other social networks 

(+23%) 

69%  of users  

follow 
magazines 

in social 
networks 

Men exceed as 

Twitter followers 

(+9%) 

Users’ interaction with magazine websites 

% 

#4 

Newsletter 
subscription 

57 

Social network 
follower 

38 

Twitter follower 

38 

Opinion 
in forum 

41 

Facebook fan 

56 

Shared content 

63 

Comments 
on the web 

48 

Magazine's websites: usage and perception 

Consumption habits 
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Computer surpasses tablets and smartphones as the preferred reading device 

Magazine website access devices 

Primary consumption device 

The most popular 

combination of 
devices to read magazine 

websites is computer +  
smartphone 

57% of users that use 

computers as primary 
device, use smartphones as 

secondary device 
+ 

Primary and secondary device 

22 

62

25

53

23 24
1 3

Tablet Smartphone Computer 

Women 

Men 
% Smartphones 

are used more as 
primary device 

by women (10 

percentage points more 
than men)  

#4 
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Main findings 

24 

#5 
Findings 

#1 

#2 

#3 

#4 

#5 

• Audience motivation to consume magazine websites is mainly driven by its updated and 

reliable information, along with the value added content they offer: pictures, photos 

and video. 

•  Brand is highly appreciated by agencies, advertisers and magazine website 

users with high purchasing power. 

• Content in magazine websites stands out as the most valuable of all media 
channels. 

• Magazine website ads are better valued than advertising in any other media.  

• Advertising in magazine websites is the one that most attention attracts from 

users. 

Magazine's websites: usage and perception 
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Main findings 

25 

• Magazine websites are considered a suitable platform for premium brand 
advertising. 

• Advertisers and agencies agree that digital magazines are a perfect environment for 

generating brand awareness, generating more impact and providing a positive and 

relevant advertising experience. 

• Magazine website users interact with ads that claim their attention 

• Magazine website users are recurrent, they read magazine websites almost daily 
and follow them in social networks. 

• Computer surpasses tablets and smartphones as the preferred reading device. 

#5 

#6 

#7 

#8 

#9 

#10 

Magazine's websites: usage and perception 

Findings 
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The research has been conducted considering a standardized universe for gender based on EGM 

Sample profile 

25
17

3228

96
0

14-19 years >14 years ≥65 35-44 
years 

55-64 years 25-34 
years 

45-54 years 20-24 
years 

4
11

49

2
1618

Retired Self-
employed 

person 

Employee Not working, 
not looking 

for a job 
 

Student Unemployed 

25
13

3941

>80.000 
per year 

60.000-80.000 
per year 

40.000-60.000 
per year 

20.000-40.000 
per year 

>20.000 
per year 

83% 

17% 

Women 

Men 

Standarized universe (EGM based) 

51,3% 48,7% 
Women 

Men 

25
17

3228

96
0

≥65 
 

25-34 
years 

 

55-64 years 
 

20-24 
years 

 

45-54 years 
 

14-19 years 
 

35-44 
years 

 

>14 years 
 

4
11

49

2
1618

Retired Self-
employed 

person 

Employee Not working, 
not looking 

for a job 

Student Unemployed 

25
13

3941

>80.000 
per year 

 

60.000-80.000 
per year 

 

40.000-60.000 
per year 

 

20.000-40.000 
per year 

 

>20.000 
per year 

 

Gender 

Age 

Employment 
status 

Monthly 
household 

income 

27 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 

% 
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We use our network, experience, 
knowledge of the Technology and 
Consulting sector and  
understanding of the business to 
build confidence and to create 
value for our clients. 
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